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TASK A: LISTENING AND SPEAKING 

Listening to the teacher asking you the questions as you respond. 
; :�-- · (5mks)

a) Good morning?�----------
b) How old are you? __________ 
c) Where do you live? _________ 
d) What is the first thing you do when you wake up?

e) Wha_t do you .::;ay when you are given a gift?
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Read the paragraph below. Your teacher will time you and will put 
'-

(II) after a minute. Continue reading till the end. ·

It is a hot Saturday afternoon. Two families are in the park. They are
seated on the green grass. Families like to have a picnic in the clean 
park. An hour ago. It was cloudy. Then the sun came out and shine 
brightly. There was no need to carry an umbrella. In the park the children 
are having fun. They are chasing a butterfly. They will run until they are 
tired. Then they will sit down and eat a snack. Before they go home, they 
will go on the S'v!ing, it will be a fun day at the park. 

Task B: Reading and writing 

Read the pq_ss_qge below and answer the questions that follow. 

(1 Omks) 

We are six children in our family. The first born is at the university. She 
wants to be a lawyer. The second born is in form three. He loves singing 
and dancing. I am the third born in the family. I am in grade two. I play in 
the Giris' football team. 

The fourth and fifth children are twins, a girl and a boy who look really 
alike, if one laughs, the other one also laughs. They bring a lot of joy to our 
family. 
a) How many children are in the family? ______ _
b) Where is the first born learning? _ _________ _
c) What does second born love doing?· _________ _
d) First born wants to be a ________ _
e) Who really looks alike? _ _____ 
f) Which game does the third born play at school? ___ _
g) Which number are you in your family? ______ _
h) Six in symbols ____ 

Write The best tittle for the story would be? ________ 
'i) The best title for the story would be? ____________ _ 
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+� lg:tk �= .fiJI in the m'issing letters.
_, _,.,_ ,_ ~""'{ -- - � , 

·- -

a) dr __ ver 
,, . , ·.:,b,) t � __ cher 

, ''\ � 

.-,• .. , .cJ. n ... __ se 
: ' ' -- -- � . -

dL fa __ m __ r 

Rewrite the sentences correctly. 

·•�)''breakfast I eat morning the in
V / ·,· �:· \ (::, '. ·c 

b) bed go I at night.

c) sleep ,at 8 pm night every.

d) days seven week a.

I Choose the correct word from 

the box to fill in the blank space. 
. I 

· -at· ram _____ I lost your
·~,.sharpener.

b) _____ for the gift.
c) ______ to our house.
d) Please-�---- me to

go outside.
e) ____ , what did you say?

sorry, pardon me, thank you, 

may I, welcome 

Match the words with similar 

sounds 

a) Last
b) Suit
c) Put
d) Pool

but 
school 
list 
fruit 

Write two words with three 

syllables. 

a) e ____ b) s ___ _

Task D: Writing 

Write l O sentences about your 
pet. 
l )

2) 

. 3) 
4) 

5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

9) 

10) _________ _
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